PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
DESIGNED FOR YOUR SUCCESS

Tailored IN-SCHOOL SUPPORT

Highly anticipated EVENTS

Top-selling BOOKS, VIDEOS, and ONLINE RESOURCES
LOOK INSIDE to learn more about PLC at Work®, RTI at Work™, The New Art and Science
of Teaching, assessment and more ...

TRANSFORMING

EDUCATION
TO ENSURE

LEARNING

FOR ALL

Hawker Brownlow Education, a Solution
Tree company, is Australasia’s leading
provider of educational resources, events
and professional development services.
Since 1985, we have empowered F–12
teachers and educational professionals with
the tools and skills they need to improve
classrooms and ensure learning for all.

Professional learning never stops
Work with Hawker Brownlow Education to lead a strong improvement agenda grounded in
evidence from research and practice. Our professional learning books and resources, events
and in-school services focus on practices that are most directly related to school-wide
improvements and most likely to improve outcomes for students.

Where are you on your PLC journey?
The PLC at Work® process is increasingly recognised as the most powerful
strategy for sustained, substantive school improvement.

Whether you’re just beginning to develop your school’s mission, vision, values and goals or want to
deepen your existing PLC practices, our PLC Navigator Quiz can help. Take the quiz to pinpoint your PLC’s
progress and get customised recommendations for next steps based on the results.
The mission, vision, values and goals are the building blocks of a PLC,
and the navigator will map where you are on your journey.

Books & resources
We are Australasia’s leading provider of educational resources and teaching tools. Our
catalogue covers a comprehensive spectrum of educational and professional learning topics
including key learning areas, classroom management and instruction, professional learning
communities, creating 21st-century classrooms, building leadership, raising literacy and so
much more.

Events
At our professional learning events you will discover practical strategies, ideas and tools
to improve your professional practice, ensuring extraordinary results in the classroom.
Taking place throughout the country, our events bring together local and global experts
presenting relevant and timely content. National professional and curriculum standards
are rigorously considered in the planning of all events.

In-school support
Our approach to professional learning is driven by one thing: ensuring leaning for all.
Hawker Brownlow Education will help you transform your school to achieve greater
success through tailored professional learning. Whether it’s for one day or a year, all our
professional learning is grounded in evidence from research and practice and facilitated by
our expert associates and authors.
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ABOUT OUR PROFESSIONAL LEARNING SERVICES
Partner with Hawker Brownlow Education to deliver quality professional learning facilitated by our expert
team of associates and authors. Whether your scope is for a one-day workshop or an ongoing, multi-year
professional learning program, we offer a professional learning service that will help you reach your goals and
ensure learning for all.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Personalise professional learning in your school. Take one day to introduce a topic and develop skills
and strategies in an area of need. Receive targeted advice, strategies, tools and techniques that
equip your staff with solutions that impact student learning.
Keynotes
Revitalise your school improvement efforts. Kick off a series of breakout sessions with an energising
keynote on a targeted topic, or lay the foundation for a new professional learning initiative. Keynotes
are typically ninety minutes in length.
Interactive webinars
Harness technology for efficient learning. Interactive webinars provide flexible support without
travel and are tailored to your school’s unique professional learning needs and questions. Session
length can be varied depending on the topic and needs of the school.

Level 2

Workshops (two or more days) – in school or virtual
Personalise professional learning in your school. Take two or more days to develop in-depth skills
and strategies in an area of need. Receive targeted advice, strategies, tools and techniques that
equip your staff with solutions that impact student learning.
In-school coaching support
Work with a guide on your school improvement journey. Gain access to expert practitioners who
can facilitate high levels of dialogue with teams of educators to clarify, analyse, explore and plan
the range of possibilities available to achieve your school’s goals and priorities. Support includes
personalised coaching, a critical friend and mentoring.
Virtual coaching support
Go digital with a virtual coach for school leaders. Our associates and authors work via video
conference with leadership teams and team leaders to provide specific strategies and direction to
advance the professional learning process. The coach uses high-level expertise and experience to
enable and empower you to make positive change in your school.
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Level 3

Long-term services
Support transformative, lasting improvement. Long-term services map out a comprehensive plan
for success. Our team will work with you and your school to define your needs, your goals and your
non-negotiables. We can work within your budget and timeline to show you how to integrate diverse
resources – on-site PD, online courses, books and videos, coaching and more – into a cohesive and
comprehensive plan.
Network programs
Come together to work as a learning community. Network programs provide a solid foundation for
school leadership teams to establish and drive a strong improvement agenda for the school grounded in
evidence from research and practice. This program requires a minimum of five schools working together.
Certification and academies
Inspire your entire school on a transformational journey. Some of our professional learning areas,
such as the High Reliability Schools™ (HRS) framework, offer formal certification to demonstrate
proficiency and achievement at a given level. Other professional learning areas offer in-depth
intensive academies that will embed the skills and principles in educator or leadership groups.

Hawker Brownlow Education is endorsed to provide NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA)
registered professional development for teachers accredited at Proficient Teacher.

WHAT EDUCATORS SAY ABOUT OUR
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
‘It was very valuable to have
a highly engaged whole-staff
workshop. It linked what we’ve
been doing with tangible steps
and ideas on the way forward.’
Secondary teacher, Rose Bay High
School, Hobart TAS

‘Highly engaging, relevant
and practical. It will enhance what
I’m already doing, not give me
something else to do!’
Senior leader,
Catholic Education Office,
Wollongong NSW

‘Our PLC journey
has meant that we are
continuously developing strong
core instruction – building the
capacity of teachers to ensure all
students learn at high levels. Critical
to our school’s PLC journey has
been learning from key Hawker
Brownlow and Solution Tree
practitioners. These practitioners
have great credibility. They know
the theory and they have
practised it successfully at
the ground level.’
Kevin Williams, Principal, St Mary’s
Catholic Primary School,
Toukley NSW
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®

Building a PLC is increasingly
recognised as the most
powerful strategy for sustained,
substantive school improvement
4
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES AT WORK®
What is Professional Learning Communities (PLC) at Work?
The PLC at Work process is increasingly recognised as the most powerful strategy for sustained, substantive
school improvement. It provides educators and their teams with the knowledge and tools needed to implement
collaborative processes that genuinely bring high levels of learning to all students.
PLC at Work is not a program; it is a process that embeds continuous learning in the everyday work of educational
professionals.
The PLC at Work process supports schools to align their efforts through a relentless focus on learning, a
collaborative culture and a results orientation. The process operates under the assumption that the key to
improved learning for students is continuous job-embedded learning for educators through the work they do
in collaborative teams.

The three big ideas of PLC at Work:

1.

A FOCUS ON LEARNING
The fundamental purpose of the school is to ensure learning for all.

2.

A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE AND COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY
To ensure learning for all, educators must work collaboratively and take 			
collective responsibility for the success of each student.

3.

A RESULTS ORIENTATION
To measure the goal of learning for all, educators in a PLC focus on results as 		
evidence of student learning.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Keynotes
Interactive webinars

Level 2

Workshops (two or more days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Level 3

PLC at Work services

Long-term services
PLC at Work coaching academy
This six-day intensive program is designed for leadership teams. Leave with an action plan to
embed PLC in your school.
PLC at Work network program
Embed the PLC program within a network of schools (minimum of five).

hbe.com.au | +61 3 8558 2444 | events@hbe.com.au
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PLC AT WORK RESOURCES
Learning by doing

Transformative collaboration

A handbook for Professional Learning
Communities at Work®, revised third edition

Five commitments for leading a professional
learning community

Rewritten for the Australian context, this is
the bestselling guide for action that helps
educators close the knowing–doing gap
as they transform their schools into PLCs.
Explore new strategies, tools and tips from
leading authorities on school improvement.

Global research and personal experience
coalesce to inspire educators to take the
next steps in the PLC journey. Written by
Australian experts for the local context,
this book will help leaders understand
what it means to truly lead a PLC.

SOT5473

HB7477

Collaborative teams that transform
schools

Revisiting Professional Learning
Communities at Work

The next step in PLCs

New insights for improving schools

This groundbreaking book offers F–12
teachers and school leaders a practical,
comprehensive model for building
successful PLCs, drawn from extensive
research and experience.

The sequel to the foundational text that
started it all, this book merges research
and practice to examine how schools
at all levels can use the PLC concept to
improve learning.

MRL7484

SOT2592

Professional learning communities –
voices from the field

Building a Professional Learning
Community at Work

A complete professional learning resource for
schools

A guide to the first year

This multimedia resource presents a series
of in-depth interviews with teachers,
leaders and stakeholders as they discuss the
big ideas of PLCs and the difference their
implementation has made in their schools.

This term-by-term guide provides
answers to the real-world questions
that arise during that first critical year
of building a PLC. Discover how to
transform the big ideas of a PLC into
reality.

HB5985

SOT7085

On-demand professional learning with a digital library of 700+ videos, books,
study guides, mini-courses and more!
Global PD makes it possible to build and collaborate with your professional learning community, no matter
where they may be. The PLC-focused playlists and mini-courses offer hours of content to help build a shared
understanding of the PLC process and develop your action plan for school improvement. The on-demand
content provides examples, strategies, tools and tips for building and strengthening your PLC and can easily
be incorporated into your professional learning structure.

Professional learning communities topics include:
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•

the foundation of a PLC

•

a focus on student learning and the four
essential questions of a PLC

•

the culture of an effective PLC

•

embedding collaboration into the routine
practice of a school

•

a guaranteed and viable curriculum

•

common formative assessment

… and much more!

Visit hbe.com.au/globalpd to claim your free trial today
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EVENTS
WORKSHOPS
SUPPORT

PLC at Work workshops
Would you like to move your PLC efforts forward but aren’t sure how? A PLC at Work expert can help show
you the way. Take one or more days with a PLC expert to develop an understanding of the key PLC concepts.
Gain a clear understanding of the four critical questions of a PLC at Work and how they can be used to drive
genuine collective responsibility for learning among staff. Wherever you are on your PLC journey, you will
receive targeted advice, relevant strategies, tools and techniques that will equip you and your staff with the
knowledge and solutions to help ensure learning for all.

Suggested workshop formats
•

One or more days (For a thorough overview of the PLC at Work process, two days is recommended.)

•

Multiple one-day sessions to go deeper with individual components of the PLC process

•

One- or two-day sessions specific to the needs of the school in relation to your PLC journey

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) system leaders, principals and assistant principals, middle and
emerging leaders, classroom teachers and support staff.

Virtual coaching for PLCs
Enhance your skills as a principal or system leader with real-time virtual coaching to aid the implementation
of the PLC at Work process and development of your collaborative teams. Over a series of 100-minute virtual
meetings, you will receive personalised counsel on how to lead your school through the challenges of building
and leading a PLC committed to continuous improvement.

Suggested format
Sessions of 100-minute blocks with up to six participants, conducted via Zoom or Microsoft Teams.

Who should attend?
System leaders, principals and assistant principals, and school leadership teams.

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.

Bring our PLC at Work experts to your school

BRIAN
BUTLER

JULIE
CANHAM

JANELLE
DICKMAN

GAVIN
GRIFT

ANTHONY
MUHAMMAD

COLIN
SLOPER
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Through our web-based learning platform, you and your team will receive
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targeted, goals-oriented training from acclaimed experts including Dylan Wiliam,
Robert Marzano, Anthony Muhammad and more!

staff knowledge by gaining unlimited access to Global PD’s
e library of expert-led resources, including more than 600 videos,
urses, PD Playlists, books, study guides, and reproducibles.

AL PD LIBRARY

[Global PD] is an essential part of our yearto-year professional learning and planning
program ... it’s just such a useable resource.’
PD PLAYLISTS

FEATURED PD PLAYLISTS

Steve Morgan, Principal, Cessnock
Public School, NSW
• Learning by Doing

•
•
•
•
Global PD offers educators and leaders the perfect professional learning •
tool to fit alongside the everyday realities of the busy classroom

a highly personalized learning experience using curated video
. PD Playlists can be organized around chosen topics and
among Created
groups to increase
engagement andfor
learning.
by educators
educators

FOR EDUCATORS:

• Explore content designed by educational experts for
AL PD LIBRARY
MINI-COURSES

FOR LEADERS:
•

Collaborate with your team no matter where you – or
they – are located.

•

Build customised professional learning playlists
FEATURED
MINI-COURSES
relevant
to your school’s
goals.

•

• Learning
by Doing
See evidence
of staff learning
at a glance through
reporting,• quiz
scores,
mini-course completion rates
Taking
Action
and more.• HEART!
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can beCulture
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• reproducibles
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•

Discover facilitator guides that include everything you
need to run full-day professional learning events in
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educators.

•

Complete self-paced PD topics, divided into sections to

busy classroom schedules.
Mini-Courses accommodate
to monitor understanding
of critical topics and
your team
the expert-written
opportunity content
to earnspecifically
micro-certifi
cation.
• with
Discover
designed
to help build your skills and knowledge and ensure all
students learn at high levels.
•

Gain accredited professional learning hours by
completing mini-courses.

LAIM YOUR FREE TRIAL

olutionTree.com/GlobalPD

Taking Action
HEART!
Transforming School Culture
Common Formative Assessment
Simplifying RTI

• Common Formative Assessment

Hawker Brownlow
Education

a Solution Tree company

COLLABORATIVE TEAMS THAT
TRANSFORM SCHOOLS
TRANSFORMATIVE
COLLABORATION

The courage to lead,
a commitment to trust

COLLABORATIVE TEAMS THAT TRANSFORM SCHOOLS
A practical and comprehensive model for implementing
high-performing PLCs
The core of a PLC is a network of collaborative teams – the groups of teachers who work together to improve
student learning. Collaborative teams that transform schools offers F–12 teachers, leaders and administrators
a practical, comprehensive model for implementing high-performing PLCs.
The PLC process emphasises collaboration, critical inquiry and improved learning, and has been proven to
significantly benefit teachers, students and school leaders at all levels. Rather than work in isolation, teachers
work in collaboration to ensure students don’t ‘slip through the cracks’.

The collaborative teams that transform schools framework
builds on the four key questions of a PLC at Work and adds
two other significant questions for teams to consider:
What is it we want our students to know?
How will we know if our students are learning?
How will we respond when students do not learn?
How will we enrich and extend the learning for students who are proficient?
How will we increase our instructional competence?
How will we coordinate our efforts as a school?
Our specialists can help you address each of the six questions and provide you with proven strategies for
increasing team effectiveness to transform your school into a highly effective PLC.
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Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Keynotes
Interactive webinars

Level 2

Collaborative teams that transform schools services

Workshops (two or more days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual
Progress reports
Reports capture relevant data from your school to highlight the progress of your PLC journey and
recommendations for future actions.
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COLLABORATIVE TEAMS RESOURCES
Collaborative teams that transform
schools

The New Art and Science of Teaching
This greatly expanded volume is based on
fifty years of research and observation.
Robert J Marzano explores specific classroom
strategies educators can implement for
optimal student learning.

The next step in PLCs

This groundbreaking book offers F–12
teachers and school leaders a practical,
comprehensive model for building
successful PLCs. Drawn from research
and experience, it presents a clear and
compelling look at the future of PLCs.

SOT2922

MRL7484

Transformative collaboration

Professional Learning Communities at
Work® and High Reliability Schools™

Five commitments for leading a professional
learning community

Cultures of continuous learning

Global research and personal experience
coalesce to inspire educators to take the
next steps in the PLC journey. Written by
Australian experts for the local context,
this book will help leaders understand
what it means to truly lead a PLC.

This brings ideas and recommendations of
renowned leaders in education into one
resource for educators working to help students
achieve at ever-higher levels. Readers will study
each level of the HRS model and the ways in
which successful implementation of the model
improves education. Then, readers will see that
level of the model at work in a PLC.

HB7477

SOT1017

Bring our collaborative teams that transform schools experts to your school

JULIE
CANHAM

JANELLE
McGANN

JOANNE
CASEY

JANELLE
DICKMAN

COLIN
SLOPER

GAVIN
GRIFT

JANELLE
WILLS
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TRANSFORMATIVE COLLABORATION:
FIVE COMMITMENTS FOR LEADING A PLC
Discover what is needed to lead change in your school
There is consensus among the world’s leading educational researchers that a collaborative approach to practice
is the best way for schools to achieve results and improve learning. Our authors and in-school specialists can
help you gain a deep understanding of what collaborative schools are, what’s required to lead transformational
change, how to grow relational trust and what structures and protocols are required to support high-performance
collaboration.

Transformative collaboration services
Workshops (one or two days) – in school or virtual
At a transformative collaboration workshop, you will discover the five commitments school leaders will
embrace with the goal of becoming a high-performing PLC. You and your leadership group will learn how to
create conditions where teachers can work collaboratively on learning matters and how you can realign school
structures to be learning centred. Our experts will work with you to develop approaches and strategies best
suited to your school, and you will leave the workshop with a plan of action to lead the PLC process in your
school.

Suggested workshop formats
•

Two consecutive days for a thorough overview of all session outcomes

•

Multiple one-day sessions to go deeper with individual session outcomes

Who should attend?

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Keynotes
Interactive webinars

Level 2

School leadership teams.

Workshops (two or more days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual
Progress reports
A review to determine your school’s next steps for strengthening the culture and structures
required for productive collaboration.

Bring our transformative collaboration experts to your school

GAVIN
GRIFT

COLIN
SLOPER

JANELLE
WILLS

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
12
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TRANSFORMATIVE COLLABORATION RESOURCES
Transformative collaboration
Five commitments for leading a professional
learning community

Global research and personal experience
coalesce
to
inspire
educational
professionals on the next steps in the PLC
journey. Written by Australian experts
for the local context, this book will help
leaders understand what it means to
truly lead a PLC.

Collaborative teams that transform
schools
The next step in PLCs

This groundbreaking book offers F–12
teachers and school leaders a practical,
comprehensive model for building successful
PLCs, drawn from extensive research and
experience.
MRL7484

HB7477

Learning by doing
A handbook for Professional Learning
Communities at Work®, revised third edition

Rewritten for the Australian context, this is
the bestselling guide for action that helps
educators close the knowing–doing gap
as they transform their schools into PLCs.
Explore new strategies, tools and tips from
the leading authorities on effective school
improvement.
SOT5473

Five Ways of Being
What Learning Leaders think, do and say
every day

Concise answers to frequently asked
questions
About Professional Learning Communities at
Work®, revised edition

This quick-reference guide clearly answers
the questions educators most frequently
have as teams undergo PLC implementation.
It provides answers to common questions in
the following categories: the four pillars of
a strong PLC foundation – mission, vision,
values and goals; the move from a culture of
isolation to a culture of collaboration; and
the four critical questions of a PLC.
SOT0461

Through 32 evidence-based strategies,
readers are empowered to embrace the
Five Ways of Being and improve their
ability to genuinely lead learning in others.
HB9242

hbe.com.au | +61 3 8558 2444 | events@hbe.com.au
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Every student can
succeed in school

RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION AT WORK™
Response to Intervention (RTI) makes it possible to provide
every child with the support to thrive in school
RTI at Work – also known as a multi-tiered system of support (MTSS) – is a systematic process that helps ensure
all students receive the time and support needed to learn at high levels. This is an ongoing commitment for
schools and a different way of thinking to traditional models of schooling.
The vision of RTI at Work is for collaborative teams to work together to identify what’s most essential for
students to learn, develop common assessments that measure learning and provide targeted support to learners
who need it.
Built on the foundation of the PLC at Work framework, RTI at Work is the best answer we know to the third
and fourth critical questions of PLC at Work: How will we respond when students do not learn? and How will
we enrich and extend the learning for students who are proficient?

The 4 Cs of RTI at Work
The essential principles that guide the actions of educators as they implement the RTI process are:

Collective responsibility:
A shared belief that the primary responsibility of each member of the school is
to ensure high levels of learning for every student.

Concentrated instruction:
A systematic process of identifying essential knowledge and skills that all
students must master to learn at high levels and determining the specific
learning needs of each student to get there.

Convergent assessment:
An ongoing process to collectively analyse evidence to determine the specific
learning needs of each student and the effectiveness of the instruction the
student receives in meeting these needs.

Certain access:
A systematic process that guarantees every student will receive the time and
support needed to learn at high levels.

Austin Buffum and Mike Mattos –
the creators of RTI at Work
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RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION AT WORK
The inverted pyramid
The RTI at Work inverted pyramid is designed to continually focus a school’s collective attention and resources
to a single point: the individual child.

A coherent and viable core curriculum that
embeds ongoing monitoring for all students
Immediate and targeted interventions systematically
applied and monitored for any students not achieving

Intensive interventions focused on closing gaps

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Interactive webinars

Level 2

RTI at Work services

Workshops (two or more days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

‘The research and evidence in our field have never been more
conclusive – response to intervention is the right way to intervene.’
Taking action

Bring our RTI at Work experts to your school

BRIAN
BUTLER

JULIE
CANHAM

JANELLE
DICKMAN

MIKE
MATTOS

Information is correct at time of publication. For the latest information, visit hbe.com.au.
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RESOURCES

Simplifying response to
intervention
Four essential guiding principles

Change how you think about RTI and
learn how to create an effective model
that begins with quality instruction in
every classroom.
SOT0428

Best practices at Tier 1 series
Daily differentiation for effective
instruction

Discover proven RTI strategies to
enhance core instruction in Years F–5
and 6–12 including differentiating
instruction, engaging students,
increasing success and avoiding
additional interventions.
SOT0607 (Primary)
SOT0591 (Secondary)

Uniting academic and behaviour
interventions
Solving the skill or will dilemma

Explore a step-by-step process for
determining, targeting and observing
academic and behaviour interventions
that ensure students’ long-term success.
SOT0539

It’s about time series
Planning interventions and extensions

Learn how to design, use and
respond to common formative
assessments in order to become
more assessment literate and
informed on how to develop
strategies to help all students.
SOT1307 (Primary)
SOT1994 (Secondary)

Taking action
A handbook for RTI at Work™

This guide covers every element of what
it takes to build a successful RTI at Work
program. The authors share step-by-step
actions for implementing the essential
elements and how to encourage and
support educators in this work.
SOT5886

Targeting behavior and academic
interventions
A process to diagnose and coordinate
student supports

This book is the complete package for
implementing RTI at Work by using the
pro-solve process, designed to address
student behavioural and academic
challenges.
SOT7491

Pyramid of behavior interventions

RTI in secondary schools

Seven keys to a positive learning
environment

Response to intervention (RTI) is likely
to restructure secondary schools in a
profound and fundamental way. This
book explores actual implementation
experiences to help readers identify
concerns, and it suggests solutions
for the complex challenges that will
need to be addressed during the RTI
implementation process.

Students will experience frustration,
confusion and perhaps failure if they
do not have clearly articulated routines,
structures and expectations for their
learning environment. This book asks
educators to commit to proactively
serving all students and anticipating
their needs.
SOT2301

SOT0701
hbe.com.au | +61 3 8558 2444 | events@hbe.com.au
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RTI at Work workshops (in school or virtual)
Looking to implement RTI at Work in your school but aren’t sure how? Bring an RTI at Work expert to your
school to help show you the way with a workshop. Take one or two days to develop an understanding of the
essential elements of RTI at Work and how you can create a focused RTI model that works for your school.
Our experts can help you develop practical intervention strategies or – depending on where you are on your
RTI journey – refine your processes or overcome challenges.

Suggested workshop formats
•

One-day session for an overview of the essential elements of RTI at Work

•

Two consecutive days for a thorough overview of all session outcomes

•

Multiple one-day sessions to go deeper with individual session outcomes

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.

Rely on our trusted team of experts and authors to
deepen your RTI knowledge, improve interventions and
keep the focus on what’s really important –
high levels of learning for all students.

RTI at Work creator Mike Mattos
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Teaching and learning solutions
based on 50 years of research
High Reliability Schools
The New Art and Science of Teaching
Academic vocabulary
Proficiency scales
Guaranteed and viable curriculum

hbe.com.au | +61 3 8558 2444 | events@hbe.com.au
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Drive permanent, positive
and significant impacts
on student achievement
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HIGH RELIABILITY SCHOOLSTM
A vision for highly effective F–12 education based on decades
of research by Dr Robert J Marzano
Robert J Marzano’s vision for F–12 education is simple: the vast majority of schools can be highly effective in
enhancing student learning. To show how, he created the Marzano High Reliability Schools (HRS) framework – a
comprehensive improvement model for schools based on forty years of research into school improvement.
The Marzano HRS framework does not add a new initiative to school efforts. Many schools are already
implementing a wide range of effective initiatives, and many educators are already practising research-based
strategies. Instead, this framework shows how best practices work together and provides indicators to empower
regions, networks and schools to measure their progress on attaining five increasing levels of reliability:

Level 1: Safe and collaborative culture
Level 2: Effective teaching in every classroom
Level 3: Guaranteed and viable curriculum
Level 4: Standards-referenced reporting
Level 5: Competency-based education
Each level has specific tangible benefits that will increase your school’s effectiveness and improve the outcomes
for learners. Our experts and authors can support you and your staff every step of the way as you work to
achieve all five levels of reliability and drive significant improvements in both academic and social and emotional
learning achievement.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Keynotes
Interactive webinars

Level 2

Workshops (two or more days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Level 3

High Reliability Schools services

HRS status certification
Apply for HRS certification at one or more levels. Marzano Resources offers formal certification for
schools to share with communities and stakeholders.

Event dates, locations and presenters are subject to change. Information is correct at time of publication.
For the latest information on events, visit hbe.com.au.

hbe.com.au | +61 3 8558 2444 | events@hbe.com.au
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HIGH RELIABILITY SCHOOLS

Notes from the field
HRS certification, levels 1–4 (secondary)
Redcliffe State High School, Queensland

Redcliffe State High School has recently
been certified for levels 1–4 in the HRS
framework – the first secondary school
in the world to have done so. This
accreditation would not have been
possible without the quality professional
development provided by Hawker
Brownlow Education.
Throughout our HRS journey we have
sent many of our staff, from classroom
teachers to heads of departments
and the executive team, to Hawker
Brownlow’s
professional
learning
events. They have ensured that all staff
have a clear understanding of what
being an HRS is. These professional learning days provide time for collaboration and access to the leading
experts in the topic area.
Staff always come away from these days with fresh ideas and a clear sense of purpose. We would definitely
recommend attending the professional development days provided by Hawker Brownlow Education for any
school undertaking the HRS journey.
Maria Williamson, acting principal, Redcliffe State High School

HRS certification, levels 1–4 (primary)
Thomas Chirnside Primary School, Victoria
Thomas Chirnside Primary School
has improved teaching and learning
through the HRS framework. The school
was certified for level 1 of the HRS
framework in early 2018, with levels 2–4
following in early 2019. The school has
recently been recognised by Associate
Vice President of Marzano Research Phil
Warrick as a school that has undertaken
the highest-quality work using the HRS
framework.
Assessment of student learning against
the Victorian Curriculum standards
showed Thomas Chirnside students are
achieving at higher levels than those in
similar schools. Of students across Prep–6, 94.3 per cent achieved at or above expected levels in English; 96.4
per cent of students across Prep–6 achieved at or above expected levels in mathematics. Results for 2018
showed many students perform at the highest levels on the NAPLAN assessments and school results for those
working in the highest bands are comparable to similar schools.
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HIGH RELIABILITY SCHOOLS RESOURCES
A handbook for High Reliability Schools
The next step in school reform

Usher in the new era of school reform with A Handbook for High Reliability Schools. In this
invaluable manual for whole-school improvement, Dr Robert Marzano and his co-authors help
you to transform your school into an organisation that takes proactive steps to prevent failure
and ensure student success. Using a research-based five-level hierarchy along with leading
and lagging indicators, you’ll learn to assess, monitor and confirm the effectiveness of your
school. This revised Australian edition of A Handbook for High Reliability Schools has been
adapted by Dr Janelle Wills, director of the Marzano Institute Australia, to align with Australian
educational policies and practices.
MRL2779

Leading a High Reliability School
How do educators lead schools that consistently produce excellent results? In Leading a high
reliability school, the authors say the key lies in Professional Learning Communities at Work
(PLCs), a whole-school or whole-network effort in which teams collaborate in recurring cycles
of collective inquiry and action research to achieve better results for students. A high reliability
school embraces this cultural transformation. Adapted for the Australian context by Colin
Sloper, whose leadership as principal was integral to Pakenham Springs Primary School being
recognised as the first model of a professional learning community in Australia, this revised
Australian edition of Leading a high reliability school is an invaluable resource for school
leaders at any stage of their PLC journey.
SOT7361

Professional Learning Communities at Work® and High Reliability Schools™
Cultures of continuous learning

Professional Learning Communities at Work® and High Reliability Schools™: Cultures of
Continuous Learning brings the ideas and recommendations of many renowned leaders in
education into one resource for educators working to help students achieve at ever-higher
levels. Each chapter contributes to a sound conceptual framework and successfully proves that
the Professional Learning Community (PLC) at Work process and the High Reliability Schools
(HRS) model are not only interrelated; they support each other. Readers will study each level
of the HRS model and the ways in which successful implementation of the model improves
education. Then, readers will see that level of the model at work in a PLC. Using this book,
readers will see how the merging of the HRS model and the PLC at Work process leads to vastly
improved schooling for all students.
SOT1017

Bring our High
Reliability Schools
experts to your school

STEVE
BOYLE

COLIN
SLOPER

GAVIN
GRIFT

JANELLE
WILLS
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THE NEW ART AND SCIENCE OF TEACHING

‘Teachers are artists … and like any artist, teachers must continuously better their skill using the most up-todate techniques based on research and theory. Here you are given the science. Now, you provide the art.’
– from the introduction to The New Art and Science of Teaching
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THE NEW ART AND SCIENCE OF TEACHING
A powerful framework for substantive change based on fifty
years of research and observation
The New Art and Science of Teaching is a well-researched instructional framework that comprehensively
addresses the most alterable effect on student achievement – quality instruction. The New Art and Science of
Teaching focuses on student outcomes obtained by teachers’ instructional actions. The premise is that teachers
who implement instructional strategies will, in turn, help students use mental processes that successively
enhance the learning. In other words, it’s not enough to merely use an instructional strategy; it is more
important to ensure it has the desired learning effect for students.

The New Art and Science of Teaching framework
The New Art and Science of Teaching framework is ideal for novice and experienced educators alike.
It focuses on student outcomes and highlights how to optimise learning by ensuring students receive
meaningful feedback, get effective content instruction and have their basic psychological needs met.

Feedback

Content

Context
These categories form a road map for F–12 teachers’ lesson and unit planning. Within ten design areas across
these categories, The New Art and Science of Teaching explores forty-three types of instructional strategies
that contain more than 330 specific classroom strategies educators can implement for optimal student learning.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Keynotes
Interactive webinars

Level 2

Workshops (two or more days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Level 3

The New Art and Science of Teaching services

Teacher development network program
Work as a network of schools (minimum of five) to develop practices among teacher collaborative
teams and share experiences and successes.

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
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THE NEW ART AND SCIENCE OF TEACHING
RESOURCES
The New Art and Science of Teaching
This greatly expanded volume is based
on fifty years of research and observation.
Robert J Marzano explores specific
classroom strategies educators can
implement for optimal student learning.

The Handbook for The New Art and
Science of Teaching
The handbook helps teachers unpack
The New Art and Science of Teaching
framework and discover examples that
illustrate specific instructional strategies.

SOT2922

SOT8733

The New Art and Science of Teaching
Quick Reference Guide

The New Art and Science of
Teaching Mathematics

This quick reference guide is in two
sections. The first section is for when
planning units of instruction or reflecting
on practice. The second section can be used
by teachers to monitor the effectiveness
of how they have applied each element.

Explore how teachers can apply The New
Art and Science of Teaching framework
to mathematics with over one hundred
detailed strategies.
SOT5404

HB3226

The New Art and Science of
Classroom Assessment, revised
edition
Discover how to apply the framework
of The New Art and Science of Teaching
to unlock the full potential of classroom
assessment.

The New Art and Science of
Teaching Writing, revised edition
Explore how teachers can apply The New
Art and Science of Teaching framework
to writing with over one hundred
detailed strategies.
SOT7521

SOT6870

The New Art and Science of Teaching
Reading
This comprehensive book offers over
one hundred detailed strategies for and
examples of implementation. Throughout
the book, the authors address the
following design areas within three
categories of teaching: (1) feedback, (2)
content and (3) context.

The New Art and Science of
Teaching Art and Music, revised
edition
Learn art- and music-specific instructional
strategies that build on the foundation
of The New Art and Science of Teaching
framework.
SOT6258

SOT8689

The New Art and Science of
Teaching [DVD/CD/Facilitator’s
Guide/Book]

The New Art and
Science of Teaching
Complete Kit

As a companion to Robert J Marzano’s
The New Art and Science of Teaching,
this video workshop shows master
teachers in real classrooms applying
the research-based framework that
has proven successful.

SOT2923

SOT7514
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EVENTS
WORKSHOPS
SUPPORT
The New Art and Science of Teaching workshops
Looking to implement The New Art and Science of Teaching in your school but aren’t sure how? Bring an
expert to your school to help show you the way. Undertake workshops of one day or more to develop an
understanding of the elements and instructional framework of The New Art and Science of Teaching. Our
experts can help you develop practical strategies for implementation or delve deeper into the framework.

Suggested workshop formats
•

Two consecutive days for a thorough overview of all session outcomes

•

Multiple one-day sessions to go deeper with individual session outcomes

•

One- or two-day sessions for a comparison training for teachers or leaders previously trained in The Art
and Science of Teaching

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

Bring our New Art and Science of
Teaching experts to your school
Event dates, locations and presenters are subject to change.
Information is correct at time of publication.

JANELLE
WILLS

JOANNE
CASEY
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ACADEMIC VOCABULARY
Help build the link between vocabulary and content in the
classroom
Research shows that when teachers and schools take a systematic approach to helping students identify and learn
essential vocabulary of a given subject area, student comprehension and achievement rises. When engaging
with this work you will be introduced to a method to determine which academic vocabulary terms are most
essential and learn a six-step process for direct instruction in subject-specific vocabulary.
The six-step method encourages students to learn critical academic vocabulary by connecting terms to prior
knowledge using linguistic and non-linguistic means. Games and activities further encourage the refinement
and deepening of their understanding.

The six-step process of academic vocabulary
Provide a description, explanation or example of the new item.
Ask students to restate the description, explanation or example in their own
words.
Ask students to construct a picture, symbol or graphic representing the term.
Engage students in activities that help them add to their knowledge of terms.
Periodically ask students to discuss the terms with one another.
Involve students periodically in games that allow them to play with terms.

Level 1

Academic vocabulary services
Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Bring our academic vocabulary experts to your school

JOANNE
CASEY
28
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CATH
HOGAN

JANELLE
WILLS

ACADEMIC VOCABULARY RESOURCES
Vocabulary for the Common Core
This book guides teachers and teams
towards the creation of a successful
vocabulary program while highlighting
both general academic and domainspecific terms from the mathematics and
English language arts standards. Marzano
and Simms show F–12 educators how to
achieve success for all students.

Vocabulary for the Australian
Curriculum: Science
This is a revised Australian edition of
Vocabulary for the New Generation
Science Standards. It will guide teachers
and teams toward creating a successful
vocabulary program while highlighting
both general academic and domainspecific terms from the science standards.

MRL1222

MRL6005

Vocabulary games for the classroom

Know the lingo!

Get your students excited about
vocabulary learning with these thirteen
fun games designed for students at all
levels. This revised Australian edition
offers sample questions, suggestions and
examples to help you teach each game.

Mastering academic vocabulary classroom
series for Years 2–6

MRL6217

Academic vocabulary workshops

Understanding classroom language is key
to student success. Although students
may have a good grasp of language in
conversational use, they may struggle
when those words are used in the
classroom. This series helps students
understand academic language in the
classroom, which is key to student success.
KTL

Our academic vocabulary experts can help you develop a comprehensive approach to direct instruction of
academic terms and ensure your teaching strategies and approaches provide students with the greatest chance
to succeed.

Suggested workshop format
•

One-day workshop with teacher teams

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
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DEVELOPING PROFICIENCY SCALES
Lay the foundation for effective teaching – and measure its
impact
Clear, specific learning goals lay the foundation for effective teaching. A proficiency scale organises identified
learning goals as a sequence of information and skills – from a simpler learning goal, to the target learning
goal, to a more complex learning goal. Essentially, proficiency scales articulate learning progressions for each
prioritised standard. Learning progressions describe how students’ understanding of a topic develops over time.
Although the proficiency scale is a tool for teachers as they teach, assess and provide feedback to students, it is
also a tool that students can use directly. A student-friendly version of the proficiency scale communicates clearly
to students what they are expected to know and how they are progressing in their learning.
Our in-school specialists can help you learn a process for prioritising standards, assisting you to distinguish
between true learning goals and classroom activities or assignments. Understand the difference between
declarative and procedural knowledge and learn how to translate broad standards into specific learning goals.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Level 3

Developing proficiency scales services

Guaranteed and viable curriculum network program
Work as a network of schools (minimum of five) to identify essential curricular content and codevelop proficiency scales for prioritised standards.

Developing proficiency scales workshop (in school or virtual)
Our proficiency scale experts can help you understand the process of developing scales to align curriculum,
instruction and assessment so that learning progressions can be created and monitored. In addition, learn how
a student-friendly proficiency scale can be used to clearly communicate to students what they are expected to
learn.

Suggested workshop formats
•

One-day workshop with school
leaders to identify the essential
content for proficiency scale
development for prioritised
standards

•

One-day workshop for the whole
school to learn the process of
proficiency scale development

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited
to) classroom teachers, principals and
assistant principals, and instructional
coaches.
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DEVELOPING PROFICIENCY SCALE RESOURCES
Proficiency scales for science standards

A school leader’s guide to standardsbased grading

A framework for science instruction and
assessment

This guide not only articulates significant
research supporting standards-based
grading as an accurate, precise, and
effective way to report academic strengths
and weaknesses but also shares applicable
anecdotes from educators implementing
its components.

This two-part resource provides educators
with an understanding of the Next Generation
Science Standards and guidance on how to
effectively apply them. Over one hundred
ready-to-use proficiency scales created from
the NGSS to help teachers assess students’
progress and create their own proficiency
scales for the Australian Curriculum.
MRL7378

MRL2861

A teacher’s guide to standards-based
learning
The authors of this book explain the research
and theory behind standards-based learning
and help F–12 teachers and leaders make
the important paradigm shifts necessary
to transform their curriculum, instruction,
assessment and feedback practices. They
provide numerous tools and examples to
guide teachers in implementing a successful
system of standards-based learning.

A handbook for developing and using
proficiency scales in the classroom
In A Handbook for Developing and Using
Proficiency Scales in the Classroom, author
Jan K Hoegh outlines how F–12 teachers
can effectively create and utilise proficiency
scales during instruction to improve teaching
and learning.
MRL0676

MRL8894

The new taxonomy of educational
objectives, second edition

Formative assessment & standardsbased grading

A must-have resource for all directors of
curriculum and instruction, directors of
staff development, principals and teachers.
This field-tested and proven reference
contains the most current research on the
nature of knowledge and cognition and a
reflection of the movement to standardsbased education. This essential guide
offers specific applications for designing
and classifying educational objectives,
creating assessments, redesigning learning
standards, formulating curriculum and
outlining a thinking-skills curriculum.
MRL2399

The classroom strategies series

Learn everything you need to know to
implement an integrated system of assessment
and grading that will enhance your teaching
and your students’ learning. Robert J Marzano
details the specific benefits of formative
assessment – assessment that is used during
instruction rather than at the end of a course or
unit. He explains how to design and interpret
three different types of formative assessments,
how to track student progress, and how to
assign meaningful grade.
MRL4916

Bring our developing proficiency scales experts to your school

JOANNE
CASEY

JANELLE
WILLS

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
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GUARANTEED AND VIABLE CURRICULUM
The work of collaborative teams – developing a focused and
agreed curriculum
Ensuring high levels of learning for all students is the driving force behind most school improvement agendas.
This requires that schools develop a sharp focus on what is essential for every student to learn in every grade,
every subject and every unit – in other words, what is guaranteed? Next, is it viable – how can leaders ensure
teachers have adequate time and resources to effectively teach the focused and agreed curriculum? A guaranteed
and viable curriculum can only be created, implemented and sustained through collaborative effort, making
this task ideal work for collaborative teams.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Interactive webinars
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Level 3

Guaranteed and viable curriculum services

Guaranteed and viable curriculum network program
Work as a network of schools (minimum of five) to identify essential curricular content and codevelop proficiency scales for prioritised standards.

Guaranteed and viable curriculum workshop (in school or virtual)
Want to develop a guaranteed and viable curriculum but aren’t sure where to begin? Over the course of a wholeday workshop, our experts can help you identify essential curriculum content and develop a list of essential
academic terms and phrases. We will then work with you on a process for implementation in your school.

Suggested workshop formats
•

One-day workshop with school leaders to identify essential content

•

One-day workshop for the whole school to identify essential content and focus on prioritisation and
coming to a common agreement on the guaranteed and viable curriculum

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.

Bring our guaranteed and viable curriculum experts to your school
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COLIN
SLOPER

JANELLE
WILLS

GUARANTEED AND VIABLE CURRICULUM RESOURCES
A school leader’s guide to
standards-based grading
This guide not only articulates
significant
research
supporting
standards-based grading as an
accurate, precise and effective
way to report academic strengths
and weaknesses but also shares
applicable anecdotes from educators
implementing its components.

A handbook for High Reliability Schools
The next step in school reform

This invaluable manual for whole-school
improvement helps educators to transform
their school into a proactive organisation that
ensures student success.
MRL2779

MRL2861

Leading a High Reliability School
Discover how school leaders, using
professional learning communities as a
foundation, can transform their schools
into High Reliability Schools.
SOT7361

Collaborative teams that transform
schools
The next step in PLCs

This groundbreaking book offers F–12 teachers
and school leaders a practical, comprehensive
model for building successful PLCs, drawn from
extensive research and experience.
MRL7484
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USING AND LEADING WITH DATA IN SCHOOLS
Discover the power data can bring to your classrooms and
change leadership
Educators know that data can be a powerful aid in driving student learning and developing thriving learning
communities but are often left without guidance when it comes to effectively collecting and using it.
Selena Fisk brings her experience as a classroom teacher and school leader to help you deliver data-informed
change in your school. From driving change in individual classrooms to whole-school transformation, discover
how data can be collected, analysed and used to help school communities and the students they serve flourish.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Interactive webinars
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Level 2

Using and leading with data in schools services

Workshops (two days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

USING AND LEADING WITH DATA
IN SCHOOLS RESOURCES
Using and analysing data in Australian schools
Why, how and what

Using and analysing data in Australian schools demonstrates how understanding and using data
effectively can change not only the way you see your students but also how they see themselves.
This practical guide will show you how to bring all those letters and numbers to life and create a
classroom culture where quality feedback, growth mindsets and principles of positive psychology can
work together to transform the lowest achievers into rising stars. This resource is packed with specific,
classroom-tested strategies and tips for implementing them in any classroom, featuring real examples
taken from common data sources such as NAPLAN bands, stanines and GPAs. Steps for developing data
protocols, facilitating data-informed conversations and conducting teacher-team discussions are also
included.
HB6739

Leading data-informed change in schools
Leading data-informed change in schools offers teacher team leaders, principals and administrators a
practical guide on how to collect, analyse and use data to help school communities and the students
they serve flourish. This invaluable resource introduces a ten-step process for leading data-informed
change comprising measurable steps for action supported by connections to relevant literature and
practical examples showing what the process looks like in schools. Fisk also introduces the twelve key
elements required for a leader to prime the environment or build a culture that will enable them to
lead data-informed change.
HB5381

Bring our data in schools expert to your school
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SELENA
FISK

FAST AND EFFECTIVE ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK
Balance meaningful feedback with the demands of the
classroom
Providing helpful feedback and creating meaningful assessment tasks while keeping up with correction and
managing a successful work–life balance is one of the biggest challenges of teaching. You will investigate how
to balance these demands through fast, formative strategies for providing feedback and assessing student
performance in the time-poor environment of the everyday classroom.

Level 2 Level 1

Fast and effective assessment and feedback services
Workshops (one day)

Workshops (two days)
In-school coaching support

Fast and effective assessment and feedback workshop
Discover practical, real-world tips, techniques and strategies that will improve the speed and quality of your
assessment in the classroom and prove sustainable in the long term. In a fast and effective assessment and
feedback workshop, you will explore:
•

strategies for accelerating the speed at which you mark work

•

strategies for giving and receiving feedback so that student mistakes can be addressed quickly in class
rather than through laborious written correction

•

methods for reducing the volume and extent of your correction

•

techniques for encouraging students to take a more active role in the feedback process and to more
readily act on your assessment advice so that your time spent marking has maximum impact.

FAST AND EFFECTIVE ASSESSMENT
AND FEEDBACK RESOURCES
Fast and effective assessment
How to reduce your workload and improve student learning

What if teachers could dramatically reduce the amount of time they spend reviewing and correcting
student work and actually see better results in terms of student learning? That’s the goal of Glen
Pearsall, who shares dozens of classroom-tested strategies that lessen teachers’ workload while
increasing students’ class participation and improving their understanding. Drawing from his own
experience as a teacher and coach, Pearsall offers practical, real-world advice in the form of techniques
that are both effective and sustainable in the everyday classroom. The result is smarter assessment – for
both teachers and students.
118002

Bring our fast and effective assessment and
feedback expert to your school

GLEN
PEARSALL
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COGNITIVE COACHINGSM
A focus on thinking to elicit genuine change in teaching
Cognitive Coaching is a coaching methodology developed by educational researchers and practitioners Art Costa
and Robert Garmston for educators in schools. The methodology increases and develops cognitive (thinking)
processes with the intention to transform the effectiveness of decision-making, mental models (the way we see
the world), thoughts and perceptions, and to make analysis and reflection on practice a routine activity.
Cognitive Coaching assists teachers in integrating, extending and applying new learning and improved practice
through a process of continual inquiry and reflection on practice.

Level 3 Level 1

Cognitive Coaching services
Cognitive Coaching overview workshop (one day) – in school or virtual
Cognitive Coaching foundation seminar
Eight-day seminar conducted over an eighteen to twenty-four-month period. See the next page for
foundation seminar details.

One-day overview workshop
During the one-day overview workshop, you will be introduced to the methodology of Cognitive Coaching and
examine the interpersonal skills and tools required for effective coaching. This workshop is an ideal way for you
to examine how to start building a coaching culture.

COGNITIVE COACHING RESOURCES
Cognitive Coaching

Transformative talk

Developing self-directed leaders and learners

Cognitive coaches share their stories

Strengthen individual and collective
capacities for continuing self-improvement
through Cognitive Coaching. Gain the
essential skills, protocols, guidance
and resources to implement Cognitive
Coaching in a school setting.

Information, insights and strategies to
help you unleash the power of Cognitive
Coaching for the students and colleagues
you work with.
HB1734

CG3646

Cognitive Coaching seminars foundation
training learning guide, twelfth edition

36

This new edition is designed to accompany
and support a seminar intended to develop
participants’ understanding, skilfulness,
capacities and identity as a mediator who
can, in turn, produce self-directed persons
with the cognitive capacity for high
performance both independently and as
members of a community. It is intended
to accompany and stimulate a series of
experiences for educators who provide staff
development, who are coaches or who are
learning to serve in helping capacities.

Cognitive CoachingSM desktop guide

CFAS9730

CG4428
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This product was first suggested by a participant in the
Cognitive Coaching foundation seminar when she described
how her learning might best be supported. The desktop guide
is a tabbed fingertip reference which provides hands-on tips for
all three maps, including sample questions.

COGNITIVE COACHING FOUNDATION SEMINAR
The Cognitive Coaching foundation seminar is an eight-day training seminar, generally conducted over an
eighteen to twenty-four-month period and presented as four two-day blocks. It can be delivered in flexible
formats depending on your organisation’s needs.

Day 1

• Understanding of the essence of Cognitive Coaching
• Increased consciousness and craftsmanship in applying interpersonal communication skills to
develop trust and rapport
• Understanding of the power of a structured professional conversation

Day 2

• Internalised Planning Conversation Map
• Expanded and refined skills and repertoire of coaching tools
• Understanding of four capabilities for refining coaching skills

Day 3

• Understanding of the Reflecting Conversation Map
• Using the essential coaching pattern of pausing, paraphrasing, pausing, and posing questions
• Increased consciousness and skills in asking mediative questions

Day 4

• Internalised Reflecting Conversation Map
• Awareness of how to navigate support functions
• Understanding of the role of data in mediating thinking

Day 5

• Integration of the maps and tools from Days 1–4
• Understanding of own and others’ filters of perception

Day 6

• Detection and mediation of cognitive shift
• Refined mediation skills and coaching capabilities
• Coaching skills to mediate self-directed learning in others when they are struggling with a
problem

Day 8 Day 7

At the completion of the full eight-day seminar, participants are eligible for certification as a Cognitive Coach
through Thinking Collaborative, the managers of Cognitive Coaching.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluency with the tool cluster of pacing
Enhanced personal acuity, ways of attending, listening, and responding
Refined coaching skills in crafting meditative questions
Internalised Problem-Resolving Map
Fluency with the tool cluster of leading
Integrated maps and tools of Cognitive Coaching

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

Bring our Cognitive Coaching expert to your school
GAVIN
GRIFT

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
hbe.com.au | +61 3 8558 2444 | events@hbe.com.au
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TEACHERS AS ARCHITECTS OF LEARNING
Transforming teacher development culture in schools
Based on the book Teachers as architects of learning, this work outlines twelve evidence-based constructs for
learning, including up to one hundred strategies and approaches for teachers to use. The aim of this work is
to assist teachers in becoming students of their own practice by committing to deliberate practice, eliciting
support from colleagues and monitoring the impact of their teaching. It is designed to honour what the teacher
currently does well while at the same time supporting them to discover blind spots in their practice that can
be improved. The ultimate outcome is increased reflective practice among teachers and success in learning for
students.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Keynotes
Interactive webinars

Level 2

Workshops (two days) – in school or virtual
Intensive action learning program

Level 3

Teachers as architects of learning services

Lead facilitator program
Become certified to lead the teachers as architects learning approach in your school.

Teachers as architects of learning workshop
Over the course of one or two days, you will discover what shapes your teaching identity and how this relates to
your development as teacher. Our experts will help you investigate the difference between embedded, visible
and deliberate practice and understand how that relates to you as an educator. Finally, you will be guided on
how to apply twelve constructs to create successful learning experiences for your students and improve your
development as a teacher.

Suggested workshop format
•

One or two days (For a thorough overview of all session outcomes two days is recommended.)

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

Bring our teachers as
architects of learning
experts to your school
GAVIN
GRIFT

CLARE
MAJOR

JANELLE
McGANN

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
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TEACHERS AS ARCHITECTS OF LEARNING
Intensive action learning program (three days)
Collaborate as teacher teams over three non-consecutive days through a process of self-discovery, commitment
and action. Using the process of action learning, you will identify, practice, refine and measure the impact of
your own deliberate teaching practice while learning how to assist colleagues in the development of their own.

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and instructional
coaches.

Lead facilitator program
Our experts will work with you and your staff to lead the teachers as architects of learning approach in your
system or school. All successful participants will be certified to use the program approaches and material to
develop your own teacher development culture in your school.

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.

TEACHERS AS ARCHITECTS OF LEARNING RESOURCES
Teachers as architects of learning
Twelve constructs to design and configure successful learning

The revised and updated second edition of the bestselling title, Teachers as architects of learning
supports teachers to develop ideas, consider approaches and, in general, increase levels of
consciousness about what they do, why they do it and how they might do it differently. The
book enables teachers to develop their own blueprint for teaching through the exploration of
twelve learning constructs and one hundred strategies. The authors draw from extensive personal
experiences, research from the field and the reflections of teachers themselves to serve as a catalyst
for thinking about their own practice in a way that lets learning lead. The second edition is a musthave book for any educator committed to the development of their own or others’ practice.
HB8806

Teachers as architects of learning, learning guide
Twelve constructs to design and configure successful learning

The Teachers as architects of learning learning guide supports educators as they explore the twelve
learning constructs found in the bestselling Teachers as architects of learning. This supplementary
workbook provides teachers with opportunities to reflect on their practice, share with their colleagues
and try out some of the many effective strategies for creating successful learning experiences.
HB6166
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UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN®
A framework for structuring curriculum and improving
assessment and instruction in the classroom
Understanding by Design (UbD) is an internationally recognised framework for improving student achievement. It
focuses on the importance of the teacher as a designer of student learning. Its key ideas are: (1) a focus on teaching
and assessing for understanding and learning transfer; and (2) designing curriculum backwards from that focus.
UbD is guided by the joining together of evidence from two streams: theoretical research in cognitive psychology
and the results of student achievement studies. The framework offers a three-stage backward design process
aligning curriculum goals, essential questions, skills and understandings with assessment and powerful learning
experiences and instruction.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Keynotes
Interactive webinars

Level 2

Understanding by Design services

Workshops (two days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Bring our
Understanding
by Design
experts to
your school

ANNA
BENNETT

JANELLE
McGANN

Understanding by Design workshop
Over the course of one or two days, our experts will provide you with the tools, templates and knowledge to make
the UbD framework work for you. We will work with you to translate the Australian Curriculum into a teachable
curriculum, design classrooms that engage learners and create higher levels of performance for students.

Suggested workshop formats
•

One-day introductory workshop that provides educators with tools and templates specific to the UbD model.

•

Two consecutive days for a thorough overview of all session outcomes

•

Multiple one-day sessions to go deeper with individual session outcomes

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and instructional
coaches.

UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN RESOURCES
Understanding by Design

Understanding by Design

Guide to creating high-quality units

Guide to advanced concepts in creating and reviewing
units

Offers instructional modules on
the basic concepts and elements
of Understanding by Design. The
perfect tool for starting your
classroom’s UbD journey.

As a companion Guide to creating high-quality
units, this guide offers instructional modules on
how to refine units and how to effectively review
units using self-assessment and peer review.
112026

109107

Understanding by Design two-book set
This Understanding by Design Guide set contains one copy of Understanding by Design:
Guide to creating high-quality units and one copy of Understanding by Design: Guide to
advanced concepts in creating and reviewing units.
114050
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DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION
Meeting the learning needs of all students in the classroom
Students are becoming more academically and culturally diverse, making it more important than ever to shift
away from a one-size-fits-all approach to teaching and learning. Differentiated instruction is an approach to
teaching that encourages planning for and attention to student differences in classrooms. It shows teachers
how to create effective, brain-friendly classrooms for all learners.

Level 1

Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Keynotes
Interactive webinars

Level 2

Differentiated instruction services

Workshops (two days) – in school or virtual
Coaching support – in school or virtual

Bring our
differentiated
instruction
experts to
your school

ANNA
BENNETT

JANELLE
McGANN

CAROL
TOMLINSON

Differentiated instruction workshop (one or two days)
Over the course of one or two days, examine the basic principles of differentiation through the prism of
educational neuroscience research and discover how to make the most effective curricular, instructional and
assessment choices. Our experts will help you develop a framework for thinking about quality differentiation
and unlock the positive change this will have in your classroom.

Suggested workshop formats
•

One-day introductory workshop to provide an overview of differentiated instruction

•

Two-day workshop to delve deeper into the principles of differentiated instruction and use these
principles to make curricular, instructional and assessment choices to maximise student growth

•

Multiple one-day sessions to go deeper with individual session outcomes.

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION RESOURCES
Differentiation and the brain

The differentiated classroom

How neuroscience supports the learnerfriendly classroom, second edition

Responding to the needs of all learners,
second edition

Discover ways to better meet the
needs of a diverse classroom through
differentiation. Includes classroomtested strategies, guidance and the
latest research on neuroscience and
education.

Today’s classroom is more diverse that ever,
with a teaching profession under pressure
to perform. This guide helps teachers meet
classroom challenges through effective
differentiated instruction.
108029

SOT7323
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NEURODEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENTIATION
Identifying strengths to maximise student learning
Imagine a school where everyone learns to their maximum ability. Not just some students, every student.
Neurodevelopmental differentiation can bring that school to life. Clinical psychologist Andrew Fuller brings his
expertise to the classroom where he helps educators identify what might be stopping students from achieving
their potential. Identify students’ learning strength areas, and discover ways to improve functioning in each
of the eight unique brain systems: spatial reasoning, perceptual and motor skills, concentration and memory,
planning and sequencing, thinking and logic, people smarts, language and word smarts, and number smarts.
By designing interventions based on what students can already do well and applying these skills to areas
they are yet to develop, neurodevelopmental differentiation shows teachers how to increase their students’
motivation and excitement about learning.

Level 1

Neurodevelopmental differentiation services
Workshops (one or two days)

NEURODEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES
Neurodevelopmental differentiation
Optimising brain systems to maximise learning
Imagine a school where the motto is ‘Here, everyone gets smart’. Not
just some students. Every student. Where every student and teacher
knows their learning strengths and uses them to develop other areas
of learning. Where all staff understand how to identify and develop
collaborative approaches to overcome blockages to learning. Where
parent–teacher–student meetings prioritise forward planning and
the development of an individualised learning plan for the following
term. This book aims to bring this school to life through the power of
neurodevelopmental differentiation.
In Neurodevelopmental differentiation: Optimising brain systems to
maximise learning, clinical psychologist Andrew Fuller and educator
Lucy Fuller make teachers’ working lives easier and more effective
by helping them to detect what might be stopping students from
achieving more success. Each of the chapters in this book is designed
to help teachers and parents identify young people’s learning strength
areas as well as ways to improve functioning in each of the eight
unique brain systems: spatial reasoning, perceptual and motor skills,
concentration and memory, planning and sequencing, thinking and
logic, people smarts, language and word smarts, and number smarts.
By designing interventions based on what students can already
do well and applying these skills to areas they are yet to develop,
Neurodevelopmental differentiation shows teachers how to increase
their students’ motivation and excitement about learning.
HB5411

Bring our neurodevelopmental
differentiation expert to your school

ANDREW
FULLER

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
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Professional Learning
Communities at Work
Building a PLC is the most
promising strategy for sustained,
substantive school improvement. Discover
how to ensure learning for all by focusing
on the PLC at Work process.

Work with us to:
CREATE a collaborative culture
SUSTAIN successes network wide
ALIGN your resources and time
to focus on results
INCREASE student achievement.

hbe.com.au | +61 3 8558 2444 | events@hbe.com.au
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CONDUCTING DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS
Strategies to help make difficult conversations with staff
members easier
Conducting difficult conversations with colleagues is a reality of educational life. These conversations may be
related to issues such as teaching effectiveness, their relationships with their colleagues or other issues related
to their professional behaviour.
In addition to strategies to make these conversations easier to conduct and more effective in their impact, a
template for conducting these conversations can be developed for use in the school.

Level 1

Conducting difficult conversations services
Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Interactive webinar
Virtual coaching support

Conducting difficult conversations workshop
Learn techniques and processes to help you plan and conduct difficult and professional conversations with your
staff. Our experts will help you develop strategies to set the proper tone when starting these conversations
and how to de-escalate anger, conflict and disagreements throughout. Discover the importance of precision in
wording and gain the confidence and skills to plan and deliver difficult conversations back at your school.

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

DIFFICULT CONVERSATION RESOURCES
Working with difficult and resistant staff
Using this guide, school leaders will be able to identify, confront and manage difficult people
and make an immediate impact to build a collaborative team ready for the school improvement
journey. Working with difficult and resistant staff includes helpful scenarios based on real-world
experiences of principals and other school leaders. Readers will be able to identify the different
kinds of resistant individuals – underminers, contrarians, on-the-job retirees, resident experts and
more and to confront and manage each type of behaviour so that all staff can thrive in a focused,
positive, collaborative environment. The book includes helpful exercises and templates for leaders
to use in their planning, and each chapter has reflective leadership questions.
SOT9737

Bring our conducting difficult
conversations experts to your school

JOHN
ELLER

SHEILA
ELLER

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
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STRATEGIES TO THRIVE AS A NEW TEACHER
Advice and wisdom from those who have done it before to
help you thrive in your first years
Teaching is a rewarding but difficult profession. Many new teachers can struggle as they learn how to successfully
help students learn and grow. Participants in this professional learning subject will learn some of the essential
aspects of teaching that can help them and their students be successful.

Level 1

Strategies to thrive as a new teacher services
Workshops (one day) – in school or virtual
Interactive webinar
Virtual coaching support

Strategies to thrive as a new teacher workshop
Understand the stages and phases new teachers go through in their initial year of teaching and how you can
best manage these stages – as either a new teacher or a leader – to achieve success. This workshop will emphasise
the importance of building relationships with students, parents and colleagues and how sound organisation and
classroom management skills can help make the first years of teaching a success for all involved.

Who should attend?
All educators, including (but not limited to) classroom teachers, principals and assistant principals, and
instructional coaches.

STRATEGIES TO THRIVE AS A NEW TEACHER RESOURCES
Thriving as a new teacher

Flip this school

Tools and strategies for your first year

How to lead the turnaround process

Provides new educators with the tools
they need for success as they begin their
career. Thriving new teachers focus on six
critical spheres related to their teaching
and this book provides strategies and
skills to support each sphere.

An examination of the strategies and
research behind successful school
turnarounds and a presentation of
a framework to remodel failing and
struggling schools.
SOT5398

SOT1550

Supporting beginning teachers

The beginning teacher’s field guide

The classroom strategies series

Embarking on your first years

Without support, new teachers may not
gain the confidence and knowledge
necessary to continue teaching. This
book outlines four types of support and
provides essential strategies for F–12
mentors, coaches and school leaders to
develop an effective mentoring program
schoolwide.

This book offers the advice and empathy
F–12 beginning teachers so desperately
need. It covers the six phases a new
teacher goes through – (1) anticipation,
(2) survival, (3) disillusionment, (4)
rejuvenation, (5) reflection and (6) second
anticipation.
SOT7507

MRL5886

Bring our strategies to thrive as a
new teacher experts to your school
TINA
BOOGREN

JOHN
ELLER

SHEILA
ELLER
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UNDERSTANDING POVERTY
Develop a new understanding of economic reality and its
effects on behaviour
The realities of your economic circumstance impact your behaviour. Individuals accustomed to economic poverty
think and act differently from people in middle and upper economic circumstances.
In an educational setting, this can often make both teaching and learning challenging. For students to achieve,
educators must understand their ‘hidden rules’ and teach the ‘rules’ that will help them be successful at school
and at work.
Workshops and training seminars are designed to provide tools for educators dealing with children from varied
economic realities, to understand the hidden rules that govern behaviour.
The understanding poverty series is made up of three programs, each designed for specific audiences.

A framework for understanding poverty
This program prepares educators and leaders to better support and respond to the challenges of poverty in the
classroom.

Emotional poverty
Classroom educators and leaders learn to help reduce episodes of emotional anxiety and create a safer
classroom.

Bridges out of poverty
This program empowers social, legal and health professionals to better support and respond to the challenges
of poverty.

Level 2

Understanding poverty services
Workshops (two days) – in school or virtual
Train the trainer (two-day seminar)
Become a training facilitator for the ‘Framework for understanding poverty’, ‘Emotional poverty’
or ‘Bridges out of poverty’ programs.

A framework for understanding poverty workshop
Develop a new understanding of the different economic realities that may be present in your classrooms and how
they impact behaviour. Led by an expert trainer, your will learn practical strategies for improving relationships
with and the learning opportunities for students who are socially or financially disadvantaged. This education
will, in turn, improve whole-school approaches to alleviate disadvantage and engage the school community.

Suggested workshop formats
•

Two-day workshop outlining the ten actions to educate students and teachers

•

Supplemental training to provide practical classroom strategies to support under-resourced students

Who should attend?
Primary and secondary principals, year-level coordinators, curriculum coordinators, classroom teachers, school
welfare staff, school nurses, school support staff and teacher aides.

Find out more at hbe.com.au, or contact us to discuss your needs at events@hbe.com.au.
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UNDERSTANDING POVERTY RESOURCES
A framework for understanding poverty

A framework for understanding poverty

A cognitive approach

Ten actions to educate students workbook

Middle-class understanding of people in
poverty are often ill-suited for connecting
with those people. This resource, now in its
sixth edition, helps individuals respond to
the challenge of poverty and support those
in need.

If you work with people from poverty,
some understanding of how different
their world is from yours will be
invaluable. This breakthrough book gives
you practical, real-world support and
guidance to improve your effectiveness
in working with people from all socioeconomic backgrounds.

AHA8931

AHA6727
Emotional poverty in all demographics

From understanding poverty to
developing human capacity

How to reduce anger, anxiety and violence in
the classroom

From understanding poverty to
developing human capacity details how
schools, churches, courts, businesses and
communities can build resources for
people in poverty.

Regardless of socio-economic backgrounds,
most classrooms can benefit from the
calming techniques Ruby Payne shares in
this book. This will improve not only the
classroom but also the school.

AHA3085

AHA8740

Bridges out of poverty

Bridges out of poverty

Strategies for professionals and communities

Strategies for professionals and communities
training supplement, revised edition

This book is a unique and powerful tool
designed specifically for social, health and
legal services professionals. Discover how to
redesign programs to better serve people
these services work with.

A unique and powerful tool designed
for social, health and legal services
professionals. Based in part on A
framework for understanding poverty,
you’ll find case studies, detailed analysis,
helpful charts and exercises and specific
solutions you and your organisation can
implement right now.
AHA3202

AHA8834

How much of yourself do you own?

Bridges to sustainable communities,
revised edition

A process for building your emotional resources

A systemwide, cradle-to-grave approach to
ending poverty in America

With insights and tools drawn from
research-based change principles, as well
as the authors’ personal and professional
experience, this book serves as a practical
tool kit for individuals, self-help groups,
peer-support groups and therapy groups
seeking change and emotional wellness.

This book is a collection of papers published
by Philip E DeVol, co-author of Bridges out
of poverty and a leading voice in helping
people come together to build communities
where everyone can live well. He doesn’t tell
us what to do, but he shows us, through clear
examples and proven best practices, what’s
possible when we’re all on the same page.

AHA8986

AHA8979

Bring our understanding poverty certified
experts to your school
KATH
HERBERT

SUE
ATTRILL
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING ASSOCIATES
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Name

Professional learning areas

Sue ATTRILL

Understanding poverty

Anna BENNETT

Differentiated instruction
Understanding by Design

Tina BOOGREN

Strategies to thrive as a new teacher

Steve BOYLE

Collaborative teams that transform schools
High Reliability Schools (certification)
PLC at Work

Brian BUTLER

PLC at Work
RTI at Work

Julie CANHAM

Collaborative teams that transform schools
PLC at Work
RTI at Work

Joanne CASEY

Academic vocabulary
Collaborative teams that transform schools
Developing proficiency scales
Guaranteed and viable curriculum
High Reliability Schools
The New Art and Science of Teaching

Janelle DICKMAN

Collaborative teams that transform schools
PLC at Work
RTI at Work

John and Sheila ELLER

Conducting difficult conversations
Strategies to thrive as a new teacher

Selena FISK

Using and leading with data in schools

Andrew FULLER

Neurodevelopmental differentiation

Gavin GRIFT

Cognitive Coaching
Collaborative teams that transform schools
Guaranteed and viable curriculum
High Reliability Schools
PLC at Work
Teachers as architects of learning
Transformative collaboration

Kath HERBERT

Understanding poverty

Cath HOGAN

Academic vocabulary
Collaborative teams that transform schools
PLC at Work

Clare MAJOR

Teachers as architects of learning

Mike MATTOS

RTI at Work

Janelle McGANN

Collaborative teams that transform schools
Differentiated instruction
Teachers as architects of learning
Understanding by Design

Anthony MUHAMMAD

PLC at Work

Glen PEARSALL

Fast and effective assessment and feedback

Colin SLOPER

Collaborative teams that transform schools
Guaranteed and viable curriculum
High Reliability Schools
PLC at Work
Transformative collaboration

Carol TOMLINSON

Differentiated instruction

Janelle WILLS

Academic vocabulary
Collaborative teams that transform schools
Developing proficiency scales
Guaranteed and viable curriculum
High Reliability Schools
The New Art and Science of Teaching
Transformative collaboration
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